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Below is the Size guide for the Jersey and Pricing information. 
 
Package Price 
 

Full Package: Reversible Jersey, Shooting Top, Bag and Tracksuit £130.00 
 
Size Guide: 
 
It is very important that you follow the below measurement instructions given here and do not guess what sizes the player/child requires as everything 
is custom made to order so it cannot be replaced or resold if the parents have made a mistake. 

 
Do NOT go off existing size labels as different companies use different sizing. 
Do NOT measure the child itself. 

Only measure for the kits as described below... 
 
Measuring Instructions: 

Measure an item of clothing the child/player already owns (preferably a basketball jersey), that they know fits the child/player, how they would like 
the kit to fit, from armpit to armpit like this below, and match it to the size on the chart. 
 

 
 
There is no need to worry about measuring for the shorts, these are designed to fit perfectly with the jerseys and have an elastic waistband and 
drawstring which will give you plenty of flexibility both ways. 

 
These measurements will be accurate to .75” so if you’re unsure, or your measurement falls between 2 sizes e.g. 21” Then always go to the size up 
rather than down, especially as you are having reversible kits so they are double thickness. 

 

 
Complete the below and email to: LWBCassist@gmail.com 
 
Please indicate what NAME to add to the club KIT?:_____________________________ 
 
Jersey Number (we ask that you provide 3 different numbers; please include a high number as one of your choices as many of the 
lower numbers are already allocated to other members), we will contact you if all of your chosen number(s) are unavailable to provide 
a list for you to select from. 
 
1st number choice    2nd number choice:   3rd number choice: 
 
Indicate what SIZE to order: 
 
Payment will be made to LWBC club account (NatWest Bank Sort code:  60-08-46 Account number: 67505082) using player last name / 

Kit (example: SMITH / KIT) 
 
I agree to purchase a club kit for (name of player):_____________________________________ and agree to pay £130 for the Full 
Club Kit.  All Kits are made to order and are non refundable and non changeable once order is placed with the supplier. 
 
Signed: _________________________________ 

Example: As you can see, the picture to the left measures 22” 
(inches) so it will be a size L that you need. 
 

The sizes are as follows… measurement in inches: 
 
YS - 14" armpit to armpit 
YM - 15" armpit to armpit 
YL - 16" armpit to armpit 
YXL - 17" armpit to armpit  
S - 18” armpit to armpit  
M - 20” armpit to armpit  
L - 22” armpit to armpit  
XL - 24” armpit to armpit  
2XL - 26” armpit to armpit  
3XL - 28” armpit to armpit  
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